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There's never been a car like it before or since. Bu[ she's no
simplistic Morris Minor. So get to know this temptress betore
she beckons you on, says JEREMYSATHERLEY
ffi
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car had ever been cleverer.
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world to embark on a new course of
motor engineering... All it did was to
gratify the desires of 1.3 million
people... to expose a great deal of

ignorance, and to stand as a lasting
reproach to the rest of the industry...,,
5o said that late, great, bearded

motoring sage, uK setright. which
immediately invites the question: do
you rate a classic on its clever design, or
its refreshing simplicity?
lf you're one of the latter, then the
Citrodn DS. with its multi-purpose highpressure hydraulics, animal-like
suspension behaviour and lengthy,
quirky proportions won't be for you.
But if it's the sort of car whose shape
and the creative thought behind it
shouts'l've gotta have one!' no matter
what, then read on.

debut. But just picture it back then:
Mercedes-Benz had only just
discontinued their pre-war 170 model,
Triumph their cubist Renown, and Riley
their traditionalist RME. Even the old
103E Ford Popular had another four

to run, with a body and
specification harking back to 1937.
Then all of a sudden, out of a traffic fug
of thick-pillared Mkl Jaguars, chunky
A50s and baroque and bulbous Daimler
Conquests. comes something from
another planet. Dolphin-like nose, nearpanoramic glass, slab sides fully
years

enclosing the rear wheels and the body
gently rising and falling over bumps
where lesser cars would bounce and jar.
The DS had landed, and Setright had
a point: car design had been turned on
its head - or should have been. True, it
inspired others here and there, in, say,
the detachable wings and certain
styling features of the Rover 2000, or in
firming the resolve of lssigonis and
Moulton to go Hydrolastic. But in 20
years of production, the DS and its
baffling model permutations went their
own sweet way. Getting onfor 1Vz

A kick up the Fifties
See one on the road now - and many
still are, instead of cosseted for show
seasons only - and it'll cause almost as
much of a stir as it did on its 1955
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The stunning Ddcapotable of 1 961 , by Chapron. There have been other topless
conversions, but this was the officially listed one.
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wonderfully oddball cars. Underneath
the DS's (intentionally pronounced
'D6esse' in French to mean 'Goddess')
unique shape with its weight-saving
glassfibre roof panel and a drag
co-efficient of only 0.38, were oleopneumatic suspension struts to all four

wheel corners on an extraordinarily
long wheelbase of 1Oft 3in. Lockheed
fluid at a pressure of over 2,500Psi

The dimensions of the Citroin Safari
made it ideal for ambulance work.

million were produced, from bogstandard lD taxis through special French
government cars and ambulances to the
sumptuous top-line Seventies DS 23
Pallas. And when production ended in
October 1974, they remained almost as
unique at the end as they'd been in
1955, and a hard act for the succeeding
CX

to follow.

controlled the system from the
crankshaft-driven pump first seen on
the Six, providing automatic suspension
adjustment for almost all road
conditions. This included wheelchanging without the need for a jack

-

which also allowed stunt-driving on
three wheels! ln these situations ride
height could be selected by a notched
quadrant below the end of the facia.
Left to its own devices, the car behaved
like a camel, rising when the ignition

was switched on, and eventually sinking
down on its haunches when parked for
several hours.

But it didn't end there. Hydraulic
assistance provided almost ramresponse braking through a short-travel

Background
The sign of things to come first showed
itself as a rear suspension modif ication
for the big 1 5CV Traction Avant in 1 954.
As a part-oleopneumatic system
supplying hydraulic pressure from a

crankshaft-driven pump, the Six
provided a rehearsal in its last year of
production for the star act that would
follow at the '55 Paris Salon.
And what an act. No wonder it was
something so different, as it had been
designed by Andre Lefebvre, father of
the 1934 Traction. Before this, he had
spent many formative years with
Gabriel Voisin, an eccentric aeroengineer who diversified into

brake 'button', disengaged the clutch.
fingertip column gearchange
and lightened the steering - another
cause for amazed comment, as the
wheel had only one spoke, a curiosity
not seen since the pre-1914 Humbers.
eased the

Platform 19
Unlike the Traction's monocoque, the
Ds's structure was built on a platform
base. But one major legacy, to the

disappointment of some, was the
Traction's 21-year-old 1,91 1cc fourcylinder unit, which didn't match the

refinement of the rest of the car.
However it did incorporate the hemi

The single-spoked steering wheel was
great talking point in 1955, and
remained a DS trademark to the end.
a

cylinder head first seen on the 2CV with
an uprated camshaft. And despite a
conservative 63bhp output, the
aerodynamic shape allowed an 85mph
maximum, making it 2-3mph faster than
the old 76 bhp 2.8-litre Six and, at 20
seconds, about one second faster to 60.
From 1955 to1966, anglicised DS's
were available from Citro€n's British
assembly plant at Slough. They differed
in various details including interior trim,
offering leather upholstery and
woodgrain facias after a false start with
the poor-quality British plastic dash. The
model had a steady following in Britain,
but never to the extent of the popular
four-cylinder Traction, which was
phased out in 1957; in fact more
Slough-built cars survive in Australia
and New Zealand than here in Blighty.
Disadvantages included Jaguar levels
of purchase price without the
performance or obvious luxury
trappings to go with it, and a perceived
daunting maintenance schedule.
However, the introduction of the
simplified lD version in late 1956, which
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mated the virtues of the oleopneumatic suspension with an
unassisted gearchange and normal
clutch, helped to tone things down a bit
for conservative British buyers. While
the single Solex-carb engine was pure
Traction 1 1D without the hemi-head,
the lD was lighter than the DS, so
performance didn't really suffer. Rally
drivers liked the lD too, as it gave them
all the suspension's handling
advantages with the promise of greater

Typical prices can range from f950 or less
for a basket case pre-l968 DS, tq around
f13,000 for a top-notch late DS23 Pallas
with all the toys. Specially equipped mint
cars with provenance. such as the'59

reliability.

Further DS variants were to follow,
thick and fast. The lD-spec 1 6ft 4in
Safari Estate of gargantuan carrying
capacity followed in 1959, and there
were useful power increases across the
range during the early Sixties, which
put the DSs in the 100mph class. The
DW saloon of 1963 with DS equipment
levels and power but with a four-speed
manual transmission was a useful
addition, and from 1966 the 191 1cc
engine was replaced by a justoversquare 1,985cc unit, with initially
three and then five main bearings. Two
years later the'1 9' configuration gave
way to '20'for lD, D and D5 model
titling, which coincided with the only
significant styling change since the DS's
introduction - twin headlamps behind
handsome fairings, with the inner pair
of lamps turning with the steering to
shine around bends. Yet another
novelty!
Meanwhile the oversquare engine
design also extended to a 2,175cc unit,
first seen on the top-line luxury Pallas
of September'65, and shared with the
cheaper DS21 from February 1966. Fuel
injection arrived in 1969 and the rangetopping engines were replaced by
1 I Tmph 2,347cc units with f ive-speed
transmissions in 1972. ln this '23' form
the DS ended its days in'1974, the D5 20
having been deleted the previous year.
Between 1961 and 1971, but

Late model D Super shows the wheel
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fightly packed underbonnet justifies
the long prow

lnner pair of headlamps swivelling with
the steering from'67-on was standard
across the range by 1968, but reverted
to an option on all except Pallas the

Chapron-appointed DS19 Prestige
supplied for diplomatic use and offered
by a London specialist can go as high as
f50,000. This one's been blessed by the
Pope too, so it ought never to break
down! Normally the usual rule applies
though: buy the best you can afford. Even
if you have the expertise, restoring a bad
car can be prohibitively expensive.
There's no doubt that the Citro6n DS is
an acquired taste. But for many of us,
mastering a challenge and then savouring
it day in and day out is what classic
motoring is all about. lf you're prepared
to unlearn most of your procedure for
driving conventional cars and adapt to
the DS's sensitive braking, steering and
magic-carpet way of life - not to mention
its handling potential - you'll find it a
wonderful car to own and drive.

following year.

officially only UK-available between
1963 and 1968, the D5 D6capotable was
listed. lt was converted to two-door
topless format by coachbuilder Henri
Chapron, famed for his elegant
coachwork on pre-war Delage chassis.
But this one's strictly for the birds, or
rich people anyway. ln 1964 it cosl
f2,757 ove( here - enough to buy you
an E-type and a Triumph TR4. But it's
worth an absolute bomb now, examples
nudging six figures at certain upmarket
auctions. lf you can't afford it though,
don't worry. lt's a lovely job, but only
looks its best with the top down - and
in Britain. that won't be often.

each

Which one?
As you've noticed, there's quite an array

to choose from. But if you're a
newcomer to DS ownership, Darrin
Brownhill of Staines, Middlesex-based
specialists Citrodn Classics recommends
one of the D52ls from 1966-72. "|t's a
quieter and smoother engine than the
23" , he says, "and first-time owners are
probably better off sticking to
carburettors and manual transmissions.
The LHM (Liquide Hydraulique
Minerale) mineral-oil hydraulic system
(from Sept '66 on) is also better and
more reliable than the earlier LHS

version".

.

corner and low-level strips to ward off door dents.
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